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Abstract. We present an independence-based method for learning
Bayesian network (BN) structure without making any assumptions on
the probability distribution of the domain. This is mainly useful for
continuous domains. Even mixed continuous-categorical domains and
structures containing vectorial variables can be handled. We address the
problem by developing a non-parametric conditional independence test
based on the so-called kernel dependence measure, which can be readily
used by any existing independence-based BN structure learning algo-
rithm. We demonstrate the structure learning of graphical models in
continuous and mixed domains from real-world data without distribu-
tional assumptions. We also experimentally show that our test is a good
alternative, in particular in case of small sample sizes, compared to ex-
isting tests, which can only be used in purely categorical or continuous
domains.

Keywords: graphical models, independence tests, kernel methods.

1 Introduction

There are two basic classes of BN learning algorithms, namely constraint-based
(or independence-based) and model-based approaches. The model-based ap-
proaches often employ a search in the space of all possible structures guided by
a heuristic function, usually penalized log-likelihood or Bayesian metric [1,2,3].
They are also called score-based approach in many literature. One of the chal-
lenges of applying score-based methods is the assessment of informative priors on
possible structures and on parameters for those structures. Constraint-based ap-
proaches carry out conditional independence (CI) tests on the database and build
a BN structure in agreement with the obtained independence restrictions. They
make weak commitments as to the nature of relationships between variables, i.e.,
faithfulness/stability [4,5]. The best-known example of this kind of approaches is
the so-called PC algorithm [4]. The output of PC is the Markov equivalence class
of BN structures, which can often be interpreted as causal graph under some ad-
ditional technical assumptions, e.g., causal sufficiency. Such independence-based
algorithms can essentially be broken into an adjacency phase and an orienta-
tion phase. The rule of learning adjacency is to test whether a set variables Z
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Fig. 1. The “∧”-structure (left) represents the Markov equivalence class of “X ←Y →
Z”, “X →Y →Z”, and “X ←Y ←Z”, where constraints X �⊥⊥Y and X ⊥⊥Y |Z hold by
construction. In the “∨”-structure (right), X ⊥⊥Y and X �⊥⊥Y |Z hold by construction

exists which makes marginally dependent X and Y conditionally independent,
denoted by X �⊥⊥ Y and X ⊥⊥ Y |Z (the so-called “∧”-structure in Fig. 1, left).
The orientation strategy bases on the so-called collider (“∨”-structure) identi-
fication, namely if some subset S exists such that X ⊥⊥ Y |S and X �⊥⊥ Y |(S, Z),
a ∨-structure (Fig. 1, right) can be inferred. Consequently, the accuracy and
reliability of CI tests play a central role in independence-based algorithms.

One of the crucial problems of learning BN structure from data is making a
choice on the kind of probability distributions. Commonly, a local probability
distribution function (PDF) needs to be defined between every variable and its
parents. Such distributions are used to model local interactions among subsets
of variables in the model. CI tests that do not assume any particular family of
distributions are called non-parametric. Although such tests exist for categor-
ical variables, e.g., χ2 test or test via mutual information (MI) is perhaps the
most common one, the problem in continuous or mixed continuous-categorical
domains is considerably harder. The common assumption is for the local PDFs
between parents and children to be linear relations with additive Gaussian errors,
as the correlation analysis in PC algorithm. However, there are many situations
where this assumption fails and the underlying interactions are far from lin-
ear. In some situation, interactions cannot be captured by correlation analysis
at all. To make this apparent, we demonstrate the following toy data example.
We sampled dataset (X0, Y0) as shown in the leftmost plot of Fig. 2 and then
transformed the original dataset by a rotation of angle ω (in degree) into a new
dataset (Xω, Yω). The second and the third plot (from left) in Fig. 2 visualize
the transformed data (X45, Y45) and (X90, Y90) respectively. According to the
generating model with P (X0|Y0 <0)=P (X0|Y0 ≥0) (see Fig. 2 for the descrip-
tion of the underlying model), X0 and Y0 are independent. It is obvious that Xω

and Yω are only independent for ω=0, 90, 180, . . ..
It is easy to see that the correlation matrix ρ0 of the data matrix

D0 :=
(

X0
Y0

)
is a unit matrix, namely ρ0 :=

(
ρX0X0 ρX0Y0

ρY0X0 ρY0Y0

)
=

(
1 0
0 1

)
.

Further, it is well known that the rotation matrix Rω of angle ω in an anticlock-
wise direction has the form of

Rω =
(

cos( π
180ω) sin( π

180ω)
− sin( π

180ω) cos( π
180ω)

)
. Hence,

(
Xω

Yω

)
=: Dω = Rω D0 = Rω

(
X0
Y0

)
,
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Fig. 2. 100 data points of Y0 is sampled from 1
2N (1, 0.01) + 1

2N (−1, 0.01), where
N (μ, σ2) denotes a Gaussian distribution with expectation μ and variance σ2. Data
points of X0 are sampled from P (X0|Y0 < 0) ∝ N (0, 1) and P (X0|Y0 ≥ 0) ∝ N (0, 1).
(Xω, Yω) is transformed dataset with rotation angle ω in an anticlockwise direction.
X0 and Y0 (leftmost plot) as well as X90 and Y90 (second plot from right) are mutually
independent by construction, whereas X45 and Y45 (second plot from left) are strongly
dependent due to the rotation angle 45. The rightmost plot visualizes the typical curve
of the empirical correlation coefficients (red line) for ω∈ [0, 90], and a typical curve of
the empirical kernel dependence measures (blue line), which will be defined in the next
section. Correlation coefficient vanishes for any ω. Kernel dependence measures seem
to capture the magnitude of dependences reasonably.

depicts the dataset transformed by a rotation angle ω. The corresponding cor-
relation matrix ρω is given by

ρω = E [Rω (D0 − E[D0])(D0 − E[D0])T RT
ω] = Rω ρ0 RT

ω = ρ0 ,

where “E[·]” depicts the expectation. This means that the correlation coefficient
vanishes for an arbitrary ω, while the dependence indeed vanishes only for few
specific rotation angles ω=0, 90, 180, . . .. This is the reason why it is not surpris-
ing that the performance of the conventional BN learning algorithms, e.g. PC,
is sometimes unsatisfactory, since it takes only linear interactions into account.

A non-parametric Bayesian method of testing independence on continuous
domains is recently proposed by Margaritis et al. [6,7]. Their method is not
based on a conventional hypothesis test but on the calculation of probability
of independence given data by the Bayesian approach. To determine whether
two variables are (conditionally) independent, they discretized the domains by
maximizing the posterior probability of dependence given data. If the probabil-
ity of independence P (Independence) larger than 1

2 , the independence is verified,
otherwise dependence. More precisely, the method determines the probability
of dependence by calculating the likelihoods of modeling the data as dependent
with a joint multinomial distribution or as independent with two marginal multi-
nomial distribution. Margaritis’ Bayesian method is impressive because it is the
first practicable distribution-free learning of BN structure in purely continuous
domains, although it involves a sophisticated process of domain discretization.
We will compare our test method with this method later.
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2 Kernel Tests of Independence

Since kernel methods [9] can transform the non-linear relationship into a linear
one in the feature space, we use the kernel-based dependence measure introduced
by [10] as the general framework for our tests. First, we recall some standard
definitions. A positive definite kernel kX :X×X → IR on some non-empty set X is
a symmetric function, i.e., kX (x, x′) = kX (x′, x) for any x, x′ ∈ X such that for
arbitrary n ∈ IN and x(1), . . . , x(n) ∈X the matrix K with (K)ij := kX (x(i), x(j))
is positive definite, i.e.,

∑n
i,j=1 cicjkX (x(i), x(j)) ≥ 0 for all c1, . . . , cn ∈ IR. A

reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) HX is a Hilbert space defined by the
completion of an inner product space of functions kX (x, ·) with x ∈ X and
the inner product defined by 〈kX (x, ·), kX (x′, ·)〉 = kX (x, x′) for all x, x′ ∈ X .
In other words, Φ(x)(·) = kX (x, ·) defines a map from X into a feature space
HX . With the so-called “kernel trick”, a linear algorithm can easily be trans-
formed into a non-linear algorithm, which is equivalent to the linear algorithm
operating in the space of Φ. However, because the kernel function is used for
calculating the inner product, the mapping Φ is never explicitly computed. This
is desirable, because the high-dimensional space may be infinite-dimensional, as
is the case when the kernel, e.g., is a Gaussian: kX : IRm×IRm → IR, kX (x, x

′
)=

exp(−‖x−x
′‖2/2σ2).

Within the kernel framework, the conditional cross-covariance operator ex-
pressing correlations between variables in the RKHS can be introduced. Let
(HX , kX ), (HY , kY), (HZ , kZ) be RKHSs on measurable spaces X , Y, Z respec-
tively, (X, Y, Z) be a random vector on X ×Y×Z. For all f ∈ HX and g ∈ HY ,
there exists (under some technical assumptions [11]) a unique conditional cross-
covariance operator ΣYX|Z such that 〈g, ΣYX|Zf〉HY =EZ [Cov[f(X), g(Y ) | Z]].
If the RKHSs are induced by characteristic kernels [11], e.g., Gaussian kernels,
vanishing of the operator is equivalent to the conditional independence [10]:
ΣŸẌ|Z = O ⇔ X ⊥⊥ Y | Z where Ẍ := (X, Z) and Ÿ := (Y, Z). It should be
stressed that X, Y, Z can be continuous, categorical, vectorial or mixed. For
strictly nominal-categorical variables, the natural way to represent the d nomi-
nal alternatives, namely d unit vectors in a d-dimensional Cartesian coordinate
system: {(1, 0, . . .)T, (0, 1, . . .)T, . . . , (. . . , 0, 1)T} ⊂ IRd.

Following the work of [12,10], we evaluate the operator with Hilbert-Schmidt
(HS) norm and denote the empirical estimator by ĤYX|Z := ‖ΣŸẌ|Z‖2

HS. All
these statements hold also for the unconditional operator and marginal inde-
pendence ΣYX =O⇔X ⊥⊥Y . Given RKHS induced by Gaussian kernels, where
functions being less smooth correspond to larger RKHS-norms, large values will
then indicate correlations between smooth functions of X and Y . A finite cut-off
value for the kernel dependence measure corresponds to neglecting correlations
if they are small or if they occur only on complex (not sufficiently smooth)
functions. Instead of thresholding the kernel measure directly as in our previous
work [10], we employ permutation tests [13] for judging whether dependencies are
significant or not. Although permutation tests require a large number of calcula-
tions of HS-norms, the computation is feasible if we use the incomplete Cholesky
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decomposition K̂ = LLT [14] where L is a lower triangular matrix determined
uniquely by this equation. This may lead to considerably fewer columns than
the original matrix. If k columns are returned, the storage requirements are
O(kn) instead of O(n2), and the running time of many matrix operations re-
duces to O(nk2) instead of O(n3). An alternative kernel statistical test based
on moment matching is currently proposed by Gretton et al. [15]. Instead of
computing the HS-norm of the operator directly, they designed a test statis-
tics based on entries of kernel matrices. But, for one thing, this alternative test
is designed for unconditional cases, because the null distribution only in such
cases is known. For the other thing, they claimed that the permutation test
may outperform their alternative in some situation, particularly if the sample
size is small (e.g., less than 200), since the estimation of second moments of
entries of kernel matrices tends to be unreliable (see [15] for experiments with
text data).

Given a data matrix (X, Y, Z) with X := (x(1),. . . ,x(n))T and so on, testing
unconditional independence X ⊥⊥Y via random permutations is straightforward.
But how to approximate the null distribution of the kernel dependence measure
ĤYX|Z under conditional independency is non-trivial. The idea is that random
permutations should release the connection between X and Y to simulate the
independency. On the other hand, the mutual relations between X and Z and
between Y and Z have to be kept, since Z is tied to a specific value. In order to
yield this effect, we propose to restrict the random permutations π to those that
satisfy the condition z(π(i)) = z(i) for i = 1, . . . , n. In other words, if Z is cate-
gorical, π is restricted to random permutations within the same category of Z.
If Z is real-valued or vectorial, the condition could be said to hold if z(πj(i)) and
z(i) are “similar” in some sense. This suggests the use of clustering techniques
to search for an appropriate partition of Z. Then, the data points within the
same partition are similar w.r.t. values of Z (see Tab. 1). This way, we designed
a kernel independence test providing a general non-parametric tool for verify-
ing CI constraints in both conditional and unconditional cases. In our following
experiments, we employed the standard k-means clustering to construct the par-
tition of data points of conditioning variables and computed the approximate
null distribution under conditional independency. The significance level is set to
be 0.05 throughout this paper.

Table 1. Set of random permutations that are used for the test of conditional inde-
pendence X ⊥⊥Y |Z. Z data are clustered into n partition. Within each partition z(i),
generate simulated conditionally independent data (Xπj , Y ).

partition z(1) partition z(2) · · · · · · · · · partition z(n)

Z z(11) z(12) · · · z(1m) z(21) z(22) · · · z(2m) · · · · · · · · · z(n1) z(n2) · · · z(nm)

Y y(11) y(12) · · · y(1m) y(21) y(22) · · · y(2m) · · · · · · · · · y(n1) y(n2) · · · y(nm)

Xπj x(11) x(12) · · · x(1m) x(21) x(22) · · · x(2m) · · · · · · · · · x(n1) x(n2) · · · x(nm)

︸︷︷︸
πj

︸ ︷︷ ︸
permute

︸ ︷︷ ︸
permute

︸ ︷︷ ︸
permute

︸ ︷︷ ︸
...

︸ ︷︷ ︸
permute

︸ ︷︷ ︸
permute
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3 Experiments

Learning BN structure in real applications is challenging, because real-world data
are often on mixed domains and the relationships are often nonlinear. Sometimes,
the real data even do not necessarily have the representation of a BN structure.
The conventional approaches either can not handle them or ignore possible prob-
lems. By means of some benchmark real-world data, we will show some respects,
in which some improvements can be achieved by our method in comparison to
conventional ones, in particular in relation to causal structure learning, to which
the independence-based approaches are supposed to be often applied.

3.1 Real-World BN Structure Learning

Digoxin Clearance. The study of the passage of drugs through the body is of
essential interest in medical science. A real-world dataset on 35 consecutive pa-
tients under treatment for heart failure with the drug digoxin is analyzed in [16]
(see also [17] p. 323 and [18] p. 42). The renal clearances of digoxin, creatinine,
and urine flow were determined simultaneously in each of the patients receiv-
ing digoxin, in most of whom there was prerenal azotemia. Halkin et al. [16]
and Edwards [18] based their analysis on the (partial) correlation coefficient.
In comparison to the correlation analysis and Margaritis’ Bayesian method, we
conducted the kernel tests (see Tab. 2 for results). A visual inspection of the
data indicates that the linearity assumption appears to be reasonable for the
dependence between the creatinine and digoxin clearances (Fig. 3, leftmost). A
linear relation between them was first suggested by Jelliffe et al. [19] and later
confirmed by various clearance studies, which revealed a close relationship be-
tween creatinine and digoxin clearance in many patients. The ready explanation
is that both creatinine and digoxin are mainly eliminated by the kidneys. In
agreement with this explanation, all three tests found the unconditional and
conditional dependence (Tab. 2, first and second row).

As one can see from Fig. 3, the relations between creatinine clearance and
urine flow (second plot) and between digoxin clearances and urine flow (third
plot) are less linear than the relation between creatinine and digoxin clearance
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Fig. 3. Data on 35 consecutive patients under treatment for heart failure with the drug
digoxin. Clearances are given in ml/min/1.73m2 , urine flow in ml/min.
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Table 2. Comparison of independence tests on digoxin clearance data. Significance
level α=0.05 is chosen for analysis via correlations and kernel dependence measures.

Correlation Margaritis’ Bayesian Kernel Dependence

Independence Hypothesis p-value Test P (Independence) Test p-value Test

Creatinine ⊥⊥ Digoxin 0.00 Reject 0.0030 Reject 0.00 Reject

Creatinine ⊥⊥ Digoxin |Urine Flow 0.00 Reject 0.1401 Reject 0.00 Reject

Creatinine ⊥⊥ Urine Flow 0.07 Accept 0.7018 Accept 0.01 Reject

Creatinine ⊥⊥ Urine Flow |Digoxin 0.40 Accept 0.8538 Accept 0.58 Accept

Digoxin ⊥⊥ Urine Flow 0.00 Reject 0.0474 Reject 0.00 Reject

Digoxin ⊥⊥ Urine Flow |Creatinine 0.02 Reject 0.7851 Accept 0.17 Accept

(first plot). The correlation analysis (see also [18] p. 43) did not reveal the de-
pendence between creatinine clearance and urine flow, whereas kernel test did
(third row of Tab. 2). We conjecture that Margaritis’ Bayesian method failed
to detect dependence in this case because of the small sample size, which gives
evidence for better performance of kernel tests in case of small datasets. All
three tests found that, given digoxin clearance, creatinine clearance was not sig-
nificantly related to urine flow rate (Tab. 2, fourth row). All methods found
that in these patients digoxin clearance was significantly related to urine flow
rate (Tab. 2, fifth row). This finding is consistent with the opinion of Halkin
et al. [16], who suspected that the elimination of digoxin might be subject to
reabsorption, which might give rise to a correlation with urine flow. However,
if the linear dependence model is wrong, a biased estimate of the partial cor-
relation and a biased test for independence via linear model may result. Both
non-parametric tests, i.e., kernel tests and Margaritis’ Bayesian method accepted
the hypothesis that, given creatinine clearance, digoxin clearance is independent
of urine flow, whereas the partial correlation did not confirm this hypothesis
(last row of Tab. 2). The finding that digoxin clearance is independent of urine
flow controlling for creatinine clearance is particularly of medical interest. In
summary, the test results revealed that the non-parametric tests are superior
to correlation analysis. This example makes also clear that, in practice, inde-
pendence by kernel measures does not necessarily require the independence by
correlation analysis, although it is theoretically apparent that non-vanishing of
correlation implies non-vanishing of kernel dependence measure.

Even though all CI constraints are correctly detected by some test, we can
have problem to learn BN structures. The problem is that the CI constraints
could be inconsistent w.r.t. representation by BN structures. In this example, we
have “Creatinine⊥⊥Urine Flow|Digoxin” and “Digoxin⊥⊥Urine Flow|Creatinine iden-
tified by both non-parametric tests. Due to the rule of learning adjacency, direct
links between Urine Flow and both clearances are excluded. However, the kernel
test confirmed “Urine Flow �⊥⊥ (Creatinine, Digoxin)” with a p-value of 0.007, i.e.,
urine flow is dependent of clearances, which is indeed plausible from the medical
viewpoint. Such inconsistence violates the so-called intersection property [20] of
a BN structure, which states (Y1 ⊥⊥ X |Y2) ∧ (Y2 ⊥⊥ X |Y1) ⇒ X ⊥⊥ (Y1, Y2). In
fact, the intersection property does not hold in general. A trivial example for
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such violation is that Y1 and Y2 are related deterministically with each other
(see [21,22] for more theoretical discussions about the problem in learning BN
with deterministic nodes), i.e., Y1 and Y2 contain entire information about each
other. The uncertainty of Y1 (or Y2) vanishes due to the knowledge of Y2 (or Y1),
then testing conditional dependences between X and Y1 given Y2 and between X
and Y2 given Y1 cannot provide any evaluable information about the dependence
between X and (Y1, Y2). Mart́ın [23] showed that this property only holds, when
Y1 and Y2 are measurably separated. The so-called “measurable separability”
concept is introduced by Florens et al. [24] and provides a sufficient assumption
to make the intersection property valid [23]. Since such violation essentially re-
veals some symmetry in CI constraints between the measurably inseparable Y1
and Y2 w.r.t. X , we propose to consider (Y1, Y2) as one factor in the resulting
structure, which makes such conflicting information of CI constraints irrelevant.
By means of kernel independence tests, structures containing vectorial variables
can be straightforward handled. The following examples will show that such
construction of nodes gains advantage in the structure learning, in particular, in
relation to the potential causal interpretation of the structure.

Montana Outlook Poll. The data contain the outcome in the Montana Eco-
nomic Outlook Poll in May 1992. This benchmark dataset is listed at http://

lib.stat.cmu.edu/DASL/Stories/montana.html. After removing records with
missing values, the dataset contains 163 entries. The Montana poll asked a ran-
dom sample of Montana residents whether the respondent feels his/her personal
financial status is worse, the same, or better than a year ago, and whether they
view the state economic outlook as better over the next year. Respondents are
classified by sex, age, income, political orientation, and area of residence in the
state. In the triple {Financial,Political,Outlook}, we observe (Outl.⊥⊥Fin. | Pol.)
and (Outl. ⊥⊥ Pol. | Fin.). According to the rule of learning adjacency, the first
two constraints excluded a direct link between Outl. and Fin., and a direct link
between Outl. and Pol. (Fig. 4, left), which seems to be implausible, due to the
constraint (Outl. �⊥⊥ (Fin., Pol.)) identified by kernel test. If we merge Fin. and
Pol. together to a new node, we will obtain indeed a structure (Fig. 4, right)
which can be plausibly interpreted causally.

US Crime Data. The US crime data [25] are crime-related and demographic
statistics for 47 US states in 1960. This dataset is listed as benchmark for causal
structure learning on the homepage of TETRAD project. The dataset consists of

Fig. 4. Learning BN structure on Montana data. The left plot represents the structure
learned with inconsistent CI constraints. The right plot illustrates a structure without
representing the violation of the intersection property of a BN structure.
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14 variable: Crime rate; the number of Young Male; States: binary indicator
variable for Southern states; Education; Ex59, Ex60: 1959, 1960 per capita
expenditure on police by state and local government; Young labor force partic-
ipation rate; the number of Male; Population; the number of Non-Whites;
U1: unemployment rate of urban males of age 14−24; U2: unemployment rate
of urban males of age 35−39; Assets: value of transferable goods and assets or
family income; Poverty: the number of families earning below 1/2 the median
income. It is remarkable that the output of PC is not a BN contains 4 bi-directed
edges (Fig. 5, left), which are traced back to the inconsistence of CI constraints.
If we wish to find out the causal relationships between crime rate and other
factors, the result of PC is unsatisfactory, although they provide some plausible
connections between the expenditure on police and crime rate, some relation-
ships among demographic statistics. Regarding the meaning of variables, it is
obvious that some variables must be strongly related. In order to better under-
stand the phenomenon of crime rate, we propose to reconstruct a demographic
and geographic factor, called Demo-Geographic (comprising Population,
Non-white, Male, Young Male, and States), a factor called Expendi-

ture (containing Ex59 and Ex60), a factor called Employment (containing
Young labor, U1, and U2), and a factor Wealth (containing Assets and
Poverty). The variable Crime remains unchanged. We conducted the so-called
KCL algorithm [10] to learn the causal ordering of variables on the complete con-
nected graph. After that, we used the kernel independence tests to remove the
unnecessary edges. The output is shown in the right plot of Fig. 5. The variable
Crime is reasonably detected as the effect of other factors. Interestingly, Crime

is conditional independent of Employment given Expenditure. This example
demonstrates the main advantage of kernel tests, i.e., the possibility to analyze
the relationship between vectorial factors on continuous, categorical, vectorial
or mixed domains. Nonetheless, it is actually difficult to judge the performance
of a structure learning algorithm by experiments with real-world data, where
the ground truth is not completely known, although the outputs of previous
examples seem to be plausible in relation to intuitive causal interpretation. For
this reason, we conduct experiments with the kernel tests in comparison to other

Fig. 5. Outputs learned by PC algorithm (left), KCL and kernel independence tests
(right) from US crime data
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methods on purely categorical or continuous domains to get more evidence of
performance improvements.

3.2 Comparison of Performance on Categorical Domains

First, we use toy data on categorical domains. The data are sampled from log-
ically linked models, namely noisy OR gates. Such Boolean functions are sim-
plified models for relations in many real-world situations. In general, an n-bit
X1, . . . , Xn ∈{0, 1} noisy OR gate can be characterized by the conditional prob-
abilities P (Xn+1 = 1 | x1, . . . , xn) = (1−r2)(1−rx1+...+xn

1 )+r2 with parameters
r1, r2 ∈ [0, 1]. r1 can be interpreted as the probability of suppressing the input 1;
r2 can be interpreted as the probability for a spontaneous inversion of the out-
put. If r1 and r2 vanish, the OR gate is deterministic. For the sake of notational
simplicity, we chose r1 =r2 =:r in this paper, i.e.,

P (Xn+1 =1 | x1, . . . , xn) = (1 − r)
(
1 − rx1+...+xn

)
+ r . (1)

Shorthand ORr{X1, . . . , Xn} is used to depict a noisy OR gate with noise level
r∈ [0, 1]. Data are sampled from a 2-bit noisy OR (Fig. 1, right) with P (X =1)=
0.6 and P (Y =1)=0.5 as inputs and Z =ORr{X, Y } as output. The underlying
model implies X ⊥⊥ Y and X �⊥⊥ Y |Z. We sampled 1000 datasets with different
noise levels r = 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and different sample sizes 20, 50, 100, 150, 200.
Fig. 6 shows the real noise statistics in term of percentage of erroneous outputs
in 1000 data points. We perform the permutation test via kernel dependence
measure (KD) and two popular independence tests on categorical domains, i.e.,
likelihood ratio χ2 test, permutation test via MI. Since all these three CI tests
are non-parametric, their performance are expected to be similar, in the sense
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Fig. 6. Noise statistics in the term of percentage of erroneous outputs in 1000 data
points sampled by 2-bit noisy OR gates. The plots illustrate 4 different noise levels
r = 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 as in Eq. (1). Each box has lines at the lower quartile, median, and
upper quartile values of the percentage of erroneous outputs. The whiskers are lines
extending from each end of the box to show the extent of the rest of the percentage.
Outliers are the percentage beyond the ends of the whiskers.
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Table 3. Numerical comparison of three different independence tests on categorical
domain, i.e., likelihood ratio χ2 test, permutation test via mutual information (MI),
and permutation test via kernel dependence (KD) measure. The generating models are
noisy OR gates with 4 different noise levels r = 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 as shown in Eq. (1).
The experiments are conducted with 1000 replications. The entries show how often (in
percentage) the constraint X ⊥⊥Y or X �⊥⊥Y |Z is identified.

Accepting X ⊥⊥Y

Sample Size 20 50 100 150 200
Noise Level χ2 MI KD χ2 MI KD χ2 MI KD χ2 MI KD χ2 MI KD

r = 0.0 94.0 97.4 88.0 94.7 96.3 90.8 95.6 95.9 92.5 94.3 93.7 92.4 94.1 94.3 91.8
r = 0.1 93.1 96.4 86.5 94.6 96.0 90.7 94.2 94.0 91.1 95.8 96.3 94.4 94.2 94.8 92.3
r = 0.2 93.6 96.9 86.9 94.9 96.1 91.3 96.3 96.1 93.1 95.7 95.7 93.5 93.6 94.0 91.4
r = 0.3 94.5 97.1 87.3 95.9 97.0 93.0 93.5 93.6 90.7 93.6 94.1 91.6 94.4 94.8 93.2

Noise Level Rejecting X ⊥⊥Y |Z
r = 0.0 24.8 54.8 23.5 94.5 97.7 91.9 100 100 98.0 100 100 100 100 100 100
r = 0.1 23.5 33.7 16.9 57.6 57.0 54.8 85.9 84.7 89.2 97.6 97.3 98.0 99.3 99.2 99.7
r = 0.2 14.9 18.9 8.9 25.1 22.7 22.5 39.8 40.7 40.5 56.2 57.2 60.0 71.6 72.5 74.8
r = 0.3 9.9 10.9 7.0 10.4 10.3 9.6 16.3 16.5 16.3 19.1 21.5 19.2 23.1 23.9 23.9

that the levels of type I and II errors are almost the same. The larger the sample
size and the less noisy the model, the better the performance (see Tab. 3 for
results). The kernel test is slightly worse than the other two in the case of
20 data points. The actual benefit of kernel tests does not lie in the tests on
categorical domains, but in tests on continuous or hybrid domains. Nonetheless,
the kernel independence test provides a good alternative to the popular tests on
categorical domains.

3.3 Comparison of Performance on Continuous Domains

Toy data are generated by functional models on continuous domains. Fisher’s Z
test, Margaritis’ Bayesian method and permutation test via kernel dependence
measures are evaluated. Although the estimation of MI on continuous domains
is an unsolved problem in its generality, there are some attempt to do that.
We performed permutation test via MI using the estimation method proposed
by Kraskov et al. [8]. First, we sampled the so-called Meander data. The gen-
erating model of Meander data is proposed by Margaritis [26]. It resembles a
spiral (Fig. 7). This dataset is challenging because the joint distribution of X
and Y given Z changes dramatically with the given value of Z. According to
the functional relation, X and Y are conditionally independent given Z, how-
ever, unconditionally dependent, in fact strongly correlated (rightmost plot of
Fig. 7). We generated 1000 datasets and ran tests. Tab. 4 shows the results
for samples sizes ranging from 20 to 200. The dependence between X and Y
can already be captured by the linear relation. All methods achieved already
very good performance at testing X �⊥⊥ Y from merely 20 data points. Testing
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Fig. 7. Generating model of meander dataset (leftmost), which implies X �⊥⊥ Y and
X ⊥⊥Y |Z. 3-dimensional plot of the Meander dataset (middle) and projection of data
along Z axis (rightmost)

Table 4. Comparison of independence tests on continuous domains, i.e., Fisher’s Z
test, Margaritis’ Bayesian method, and permutation test via mutual information and
kernel dependence measures. The underlying model Meander is given by Fig. 7. The
experiments are conducted with 1000 replications. The entries show how often (in
percentage) the constraint X �⊥⊥Y and X ⊥⊥Y |Z are identified.

Rejecting X ⊥⊥Y Accepting X ⊥⊥Y |Z
Sample Size 20 50 100 150 200 20 50 100 150 200
Fisher’s Z 100 100 100 100 100 0 0 0 0 0

Margaritis’ Bayesian 94.3 100 100 100 100 4.8 15.1 21.2 23.2 33.2
Mutual Information 99.6 100 100 100 100 8.6 19.4 33.8 38.9 43.7
Kernel Dependence 99.9 100 100 100 100 35.1 49.7 67.0 75.3 79.9

Fig. 8. Functional models with a ∧-structure (left plot) and a ∨-structure (right plot).
The pairs of functions Mk = (fi, fj) with i, j = 1, . . . , 5 and k = 1, . . . , 10 for both
structures are defined in the table.
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Fig. 9. 2-dimensional plots of data sampled from a ∧-structure (Fig. 8, first plot),
where X and Y have a functional relation Mk = (fi, fj) (see table in Fig. 8) with Z,
respectively. The illustrated sample contains 200 data points.

Table 5. Comparison of various independence tests on continuous domains sampled
by a ∧-structure (Fig. 8, first plot). The parameter Mk =(fi, fj) of models is defined
in the table in Fig. 8. The entries show how often (in percentage) X �⊥⊥Y and X ⊥⊥Y |Z
are identified after 1000 replications of simulations.

Rejecting X ⊥⊥Y

Mk =(fi, fj) M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 M10

Fisher’s Z 100 4.2 93.6 100 1.8 57.6 71.5 17.5 41.0 58.6
Margaritis’ Bayesian 100 2.0 42.5 100 2.0 27.6 100 1.7 4.0 18.6
Mutual Information 91.0 43.2 31.9 100 33.3 60.2 100 5.2 65.5 9.2
Kernel Dependence 100 95.6 63.9 100 63.9 56.1 100 11.5 97.8 68.7

Accepting X ⊥⊥Y |Z
Fisher’s Z 94.0 95.6 94.1 95.6 95.5 72.2 10.6 81.5 1.2 64.3

Margaritis’ Bayesian 97.0 97.6 97.9 98.7 97.0 97.9 98.9 98.3 98.7 98.8
Mutual Information 80.1 92.5 93.6 88.4 85.7 92.9 88.2 97.5 93.6 89.4
Kernel Dependence 93.8 93.8 92.5 93.4 93.3 93.5 93.4 94.5 94.2 92.9

conditional independence X ⊥⊥ Y |Z is more challenging. Here, the kernel test
clearly outperforms other three methods. Fisher’s Z test fails completely due to
the incorrect multivariate Gaussian assumption. The kernel independence test
made significantly less errors than Margaritis’ Bayesian method and test via
MI. In order to gain more evidence of performance in learning BN structure, we
sampled datasets of 200 data points by different functional models with the ∧-
and ∨-structures (Fig. 8). We define the functional relations f1,...,5 in the same
way as proposed in [26] and use all pairs of them Mk =(fi, fj), i.e., 10 different
combinations M1, . . . , M10 as shown in the table in Fig. 8, added by a Gaus-
sian noise as underlying ground-truth for the sampling. One sample of 200 data
points for the ∧-structure (left plot in Fig. 8) with M1, . . . , M10 is visualized in
Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. The performance of various independence tests after 1000
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Fig. 10. 2-dimensional plots of data sampled from a ∧-structure (Fig. 8, first plot),
where X and Y have a functional relation Mk = (fi, fj) (see table in Fig. 8) with Z,
respectively. The illustrated sample contains 200 data points.
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Fig. 11. 2-dimensional plots of data sampled from a ∨-structure (Fig. 8, second plot),
where Z has a functional relation Mk =(fi, fj) (see table in Fig. 8) with X and Y . The
illustrated sample contains 200 data points.
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Fig. 12. 3-dimensional plots of data from a ∨-structure (Fig. 8, second plot), where
Z has a functional relation Mk = (fi, fj) (see table in Fig. 8) with X and Y . The
illustrated sample contains 200 data points.
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Table 6. Comparison of various independence tests on continuous domains sampled
by a ∧-structure (Fig. 8, first plot). The parameter Mk =(fi, fj) of models is defined
in the table in Fig. 8. The entries show how often (in percentage) X ⊥⊥Y and X �⊥⊥Y |Z
are identified after 1000 replications of simulations.

Accepting X⊥⊥Y Rejecting X ⊥⊥Y |Z
Mk =(fi, fj) M1,...,10 M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 M10

Fisher’s Z 94.6 100 4.1 92.1 77.1 4.7 58.8 61.2 5.1 3.9 20.8

Margaritis’ Bayesian 98.1 91.4 3.9 10.9 84.8 3.1 9.1 75.0 2.1 3.7 6.7

Mutual Information 92.3 92.3 66.8 17.5 76.9 65.6 16.9 76.3 1.2 21.9 8.0

Kernel dependence 94.1 100 92.0 60.7 100 96.0 51.7 100 18.7 93.6 46.9

replications on these datasets is summarized in Tab. 5. One sample of 200 data
points for the ∨-structure (right plot in Fig. 8) with M1, . . . , M10 is visualized
in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12. The performance of various independence tests of 1000
replications on these datasets is summarized in Tab. 6.

One can see that all methods make relatively few errors at discovering in-
dependence, i.e., X ⊥⊥ Y in the ∨-structure (left half of Tab. 6) and X ⊥⊥ Y |Z
in the ∧-structure (under half of Tab. 5). Fisher’s Z test performed very bad
in the case of testing conditional independence on data sampled by models M7
and M9 (first row of the under half of Tab. 5). In summary, the kernel tests
outperformed the other non-parametric approaches, i.e., Margaritis’ Bayesian
method and test via mutual information, in cases of testing dependence, i.e.,
X �⊥⊥Y in the ∧-structure (upper half of Tab. 5) and X �⊥⊥Y |Z in the ∨-structure
(see the right half of Tab. 6). In addition, the results indicate that the fluctua-
tion of the kernel tests within different models is significantly smaller than that
of the correlation analysis based on the linear model. For this reason, we can
reasonably expect more accuracy and reliability in testing CI constraints, and
consequently better performance in identification of ∧- and ∨-structures, thus
structure learning in general by using kernel tests in existing independence-based
algorithms.

4 Conclusion

A new method for structure learning of Bayesian networks with arbitrary dis-
tributions on arbitrary domains is demonstrated. This was made possible by
the use of the probabilistic non-parametric conditional independence tests pre-
sented in the paper. Our evaluation on both real and artificial data shows
that our method performs well against existing alternatives. Using kernel in-
dependence tests for learning Bayesian network structure is expected to make
less errors than other state-of-the-art methods used in the independence-based
algorithms.
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